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Stéphane Bancel, generální ředitel speciálních sil
Moderna
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Americké speciální jednotky 30. října zatkli generálního ředitele

Moderny Stéphana Bancela na základě obvinění z vraždy, když

farmaceutický magnát a eugenik opustil luxusní restauraci na

předměstí DC, kde plánoval obchodní večeři s ředitelkou CDC

Rochelle Walensky – ale ta se nikdy neukázala. Zdroje z kanceláře

generála Davida H. Bergera řekly Real Raw News, že White Hats
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sledovali telefonní hovory odporného dua už měsíce; Bancel a

Walensky mluvili často, alespoň jednou týdně, s Bancelem, který ji

požádal, aby nastoupila na let do Paříže, jeho domovského města,

aby osobně prodiskutovali „mnoho lukrativních výhod“ sloučení

očkování proti Covid-19 a chřipce do jediného očkování.

Ale ustrašený Walensky, který mluvil chvějícím se šeptem, vyjádřil

obavy z opuštění Beltway. Během hovoru 17. října řekla Bancelovi, že

se „cítila v bezpečí“ v DC a že „popírači Covidu“ plánovali její pád.

Přiznala se mu, že už měsíce dokonce nenavštívila centrálu CDC v

Atlantě ze strachu, že bude „nezákonně zatčena“ nebo zabita.

Souhlasila však s tím, že další diskuse o hybridní vakcíně by měla být

vedena osobně, aby se zmírnilo riziko, že by někdo odposlouchával

telefonní hovory nebo digitální přenosy. Donald J. Trump, řekla, měl

špiony všude.

Po mnoha tam a zpět Bancel 25. října souhlasil s letem z letiště

Charlese de Gaulla v Paříži na mezinárodní letiště Dulles ve Virginii.

Přiletí do USA na palubě letu Air France AFR26 přibližně v 19:00,

29. října, řekl Walenskému a dodal, že stráví noc v hotelu, než se s ní

setká v Ruth's Chris Steak House v Mclean ve Virginii, následující

večer. Jeho poslední vzkaz Walenskému před nástupem do letadla:

„Já vím, Rochelle, mluvíš také s [výkonným ředitelem společnosti

Pfizer] Bourlou. Bylo by v našem zájmu obou dosáhnout dohody o

exkluzivitě."

Aniž by to Bancel tušil, americké speciální jednotky ho sledovaly v

okamžiku, kdy vystoupil z letadla. Podle zdrojů generál námořní

pěchoty David H. Berger a velitel 5.  speciálních sil plukovník

Brent Linemen zvažovali, jak Bancela popadnou v hotelu a příštího

večera vyzvednou Walenského v restauraci. Nakonec tuto myšlenku

odmítli, protože věřili, že by Walensky mohl dostat upozornění na

Bancelovo náhlé zmizení. "Je lepší zabít dvě mouchy jednou ranou,"

řekl údajně generál Berger.

skupiny
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Speciální jednotky oblečené v civilu a jedoucí v civilních vozidlech

sledovaly Bancela a jeho řidiče z letiště do hotelu Watermark v

Tysons ve Virginii, kde se pomocí falešných pověřovacích listin

odbavil pod falešným jménem – Émile Blaise. Jeho řidič, později

identifikovaný jako Ralph Adleman, zaměstnanec Virginia Limousine

Service of Richmond, bydlel ve stejném hotelu v jiném apartmá,

které zaplatil Bancel.

Bancel ani Adleman neopustili své pokoje do 18:30 následujícího

dne. Z hotelu pak jeli úsekovou limuzínou do restaurace, 15 minut

jízdy. Adleman zůstal s limuzínou na parkovišti, když Bancel vstoupil

do restaurace a seděl u rohového stolu – ale jeho čestný host,

Rochelle Walensky, nebyl přítomen. Mezitím speciální jednotky přes

ulici sledovaly Bancela dalekohledem a poslouchaly ho

parabolickými mikrofony, jak jedl talíř předkrmů a popíjel pár

koktejlů. Bancel si zamumlal pod vousy: „Kde jsi? Proč tu nejsi?" a

pokusil se dovolat někoho, zdánlivě Walenského, na svém mobilu.

O třicet minut později Bancel zaplatil a opustil restauraci a spěchal

přes parkoviště k limuzíně. Speciální jednotky zastínily limuzínu,

když se odlepila z parkoviště a začala uhánět k neznámému místu.

Urazilo to méně než míli, když to speciální jednotky přerušily a

zablokovaly to mezi svými vlastními SUV. Speciálním jednotkám

trvalo necelé dvě minuty, než vytáhly Bancela z limuzíny a zatkli ho,

zatímco řidič byl propuštěn s hrozným varováním, aby za žádných

okolností nediskutoval o tom, co se právě stalo. Speciální síly vzaly

Bancel do zpracovatelského centra k výslechu, řekly zdroje RRN.

"Nevíme, proč se Walensky neukázal." Chtěli jsme oba. Ale zatím si

vezmeme Bancel. Nemůžeme ho obvinit ze zrady, protože není

občanem USA. Ale můžeme ho obvinit z mnoha vražd na základě

počtu lidí, které jeho vakcína zabila. Možná Walenský zachytil naši

operaci – nevíme. Nakonec ji dostaneme, stejně jako jsme dostali

Fauciho. Mohou utíkat, ale nemohou se skrývat navždy. Bancel je

nyní zadržen jako nepřátelský bojovník a bude čelit vojenskému

soudu,“ řekl náš zdroj.
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Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State. Real

Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly.

Děkuji těm, kteří pomohli.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Navštíveno 98 913krát, dnes 997 návštěv)

 

Especially to the babies and little children – unconscionable! We

older people make our choices and have had a chance to live some

life but to target the little ones is pure evil.

Joo$ love to drink baby goy ! Look it up as they were booted out of

nearly every country for human sacrifice and central banking! These

sons of Cain need to all be put down!

The Talmud declares pedophilia kosher. So all jews who subscribe to

the torah are evil according to god. Jeremiah 8.

 
The Talmud says that it is more authoritative than the Torah. God

says he who has not the father has not the son. 2000 years ago before

he cut them all off and cursed them. That is why they turned to their

star god Remphain. Because they are really Luciferians. Why do you

think about 800,000 humans come up missing every year? Our

founding fathers told us to never let the jews move to our christian

nation. They prey on goyim they think we are animals.

Watch the movie battlefield earth. Notice the designs of their crafts.

Now, research into WarHammer 40k, video games side too. Halo, as

in the Spartan Space Program-SSP, and several other deciphers to

that acronym. The movie Aliens, look at the Colonial Marines and

their craft designs. Look with an open mind. THINK. Do not act, or
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panic. Do Not Fear. My statements are TRUTH, “Bat Man” and

Vader are One. Far too many other past life names to list, are Mine!!!

My favorite Weapon is a Chain Sword, powered by Ereathryal

Energies, also called Akashic, or Sicarian, also Sitkarian, depending

on the culture at that “time”, in this Space, also known as Eden.

Another name for this Realm, The Ark, as in Arkkadia. Home to an

ancient “EVIL”=Extremely Vibrant Intelligent Life. Not the home to

an erroneous vile ignorant liar -evil, lower cased, no Respect. Respect

All-RA, my very first last name, after having gone back to the very

First “EARTH”-Pluto, the Black Sun. True story folks. The Future

watches US, We watch them. And, it’s far far far more complicated

than that even. The Imperium of Man, is fighting the Imperium of

Nature, The Source is with Biological Life, not “mankind” “humanity

made” “machines”. WI evolve into beings of Light, but not if the

LAW, is violated. Think about how this entire collective treats this

CRAFT WORLD!!! Why would it be nice?? Hmmm??? Heal Organize

Respect Unite Supervise -HORUS

 

BOOM! Thus the reason for my hatred for all of them, including their

little curly haired big nosed children!

I don’t know if they are in fact the sons of Cain, but they are the

hijackers of the real descendents of Abraham. If you are referring to

the Khazars as the fake “Joo$” I agree. I refuse to lump them all

together becused I do know the difference between the two very

different peoples.

Stop attacking the Jews! Not all Jews are Khazarians and it’s the

Khazarians and NOT the Jews doing the adrenochrome dealing. NOT

the normal-minded Jews who follow the Word of God.

The Jews who came from Europe, especially the east Europe are

descendents of khazar. This was proved by DNA. The DNA taken

from remains in a khazar grave site showed that the remains carried

Haplogroup R1A. The Y-DNA of Ashkenazi Jews, shows ancestry to
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the Levant and they carry Haplogroup J as their main Y-DNA. So, the

Ashkenazi Jews are descendents of Khazarian and they have nothing

to do with the real Judaism.

I’ll attack the goddamned jews all I want, because they are all one

filthy wad of shit.Kill them all and let God sort them out.

Catching a pharma CEO, all I can saay is Yay. This is huge. Catch and

hang all the top pharma executives.

Walensky should have been arrested long time ago when she

approved to give the poison to children. In fact, The COVID virus is

just a flu, and the children in school get flu every year and they never

required to give a flu shot, but why the CDC did this to children now?

Because the ELITE cabal would like to depopulate 1/3 of our

population in America so they can achieve their goals of Open

Borders and One World Government, among many others. They

don’t care HOW they do it. They must be REMOVED as

dysfunctional units.

And there is the money end of it also. Big Pharma has been paid

billions by government tax dollars that were first taken from the

citizens.

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

PC). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however last

month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal

PC) for 9 hours per day.

 
For more detail visit this article..

https://expresswealth1.neocities.org/

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

No, it’s pure evil to target anyone for murder. None of the older

people taking the jab knew they were choosing euthanasia. Sorry,

doesn’t fly. Can’t imagine what your story is on that. Are you 100?

Ok, if you’re 100, I’ll negotiate.. you can count as a dead person. but

https://expresswealth1.neocities.org/
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sorry, my Dad is 85 and if he’d been jabbed 2 years ago, no way he’d

still be here. but he’s otherwise living in his own house and not

signing up for euthanasia. I see people of all ages, but yes, even more

over 50, with fake vacks injuries coming through the hospital. These

“old” folks had lives and plans and years or several decades more left

to live. Murder is murder.

I am 85 and absolutely agree with you.

 
A few people here are already wearing the MASKS. How dumb can

they be?

My husband had 8 hour open heart surgery in March and he had

been to two hospitals and tested negative for “it”, but after he had

went thru recovery, ICU and was moved to his regular room and was

sleeping he felt a stick in his arm and a nurse came in and stuck and

he ask her what was that and she told him it was the JAB and he said

I tested negative already and she said you had not had it yet so

everyone is getting it and you needed it… He told her he didn’t want

it or needed it… I ask a lawyer, because I wanted to know what I

could do about making a complaint, since this nurse took his

freedom of choice away.. Well, he said in WV you can’t file anything

concerning this issue… We have told several health care people and

they were blown away at what had occurred… A lot of the health care

who are supposed to be professionals were taken in hook,line, and

sinker… Remember if they use the words, “FOR THE GREATER

GOOD”. It isn’t FOR OUR GOOD…

The commie FEMINIST pimping whore accepted MONEY to

murder. It’s her turn to be COVID19 jabbed but with twice the

amount of killer poisons.

Walensky is a Jew, is she not? The Jews all side together to kill the

Goyim, do they not? Their religious book tells them that they are the

“chosen ones”, while non-Jews are considered no better than

animals, does it not?
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Fuck the law suit , CRIMINAL CHARGES should be brought against

the hospital and the murdering nurse. When those are complete sue

the degenerate lowlife killers.

NUREMBERG CODE

 
Article 6, Section 3

NO GOVERNMENT

 
CAN MANDATE OR FORCE

 
MEDICAL TREATMENT

 
WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL CONSENT

That skank will face Military Tribunal

 
and a death sentence.

It will be a while before that happens, though, as now they are

processing bigger fish that have killed MULTIPLE people.

If her unlawful, inhumane attack resulted in the death of a member

of my family, then somebody in my family would hunt her down

quietly, send her murderous ass to hell.

Following orders, protecting her job, are not valid excuses at all.

OMG That’s criminal! They are doing it in Canada, too, to surgery

patients while they are under ANESTHESIA and they don’t even give

consent for it, and even if they do admonish IN WRITING they are

not giving consent, the DOCTORS AND NURSES WHO VIOLATE

THEIR OATHS AND DON;T CARE ABOUT THE CONSEQUENCES

EXCEPT FOR THER CHECKS inject them anyway against their will

while they cannot fight back under anesthesia or asleep or newly

born.

 
They are doing it to pregnant women and also to newborns without

their mother’s consent! Saw it on Twitter, they have been talking

about it for 3 days already! Get some lawyers and sue the living hell

out of that hospital!

 
They are violating your husband’s human rights under the
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Nuremberg Code, Syracuse protocols, the UN Charter, the UDHR of

1948, international law and every other law that prohibits the

violation of medical ethics regarding saving lives. FIGHT BACK!!!

You hold on honey because there is NO Judge that would let that Fly!

Just you wait and see all the lawsuits that will be going on! When you

read how they speak and think, it’s so sick. They will be long gone by

the time you get Justice, but you will get it! I pray your Husband is

doing great! God Bless you Both!!

When my brother age 74 was in the hospital, earlier this year,

recovering from having two toes removed from his one good leg’s

foot (other leg was removed above the knee two years ago thanks to

statin drugs caused diabetes), he had the same damn thing happen to

him! When I found out, I was furious, but there is nothing I can do

about it, so two months ago he had a stroke, common occurrence

after getting the jab in older people, and now they will not allow him

to leave the hospital except to an assisted living center. He does NOT

want to go into such a facility, he owns his home and has a 19 yo

autistic grandson living with him who helps him out at home and

relies on him for the love and companionship his addict mother

refuses to provide him.

Don’t forget that when we are in Darkness, the ENTIRE WORLD will

be able to view everything. Trial, Executions are on TAPE. Don’t give

the darkness the credit for it. It was PLANNED this way. Just keep

those who are 16 and younger away from viewing because it will not

be easy to watch – Very gory.

The DOJ is send their “Election Enforcement Division to 64 counties

in 24 states tomorrow. This would be a great time to arrest a whole

mess of these DS stooges.

These Clowns are being sent to these places to control the election

process, as it’s not going to go the globohomo way. If they resist

arrest shoot a couple, as they can’t stand up to good troops.
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This nonsense by the DOJ is absurdly over-the-top.

Have all of you REALLY took a good look at all the people our

ILLEGITIMATE President gave employment? Every one of them

look like CRIMINALS.

I am SOOOOOO thankful that Chuck Grassley of Iowa who was head

of the judiciary committee at the time didn’t bring the clown

GARLAND up for a vote! Saved us a world of hurt not to give him

even a CHANCE at a lifetime position on the Supreme Court with

that crazed thinking of his.

Yes arrest those lowlife USDOJ criminals on sight, they are ENEMY

COMBATANTS , they can be EXECUTED on the field of battle if

needed.

To target ANYONE with the express purpose of lining one’s own

pockets or gaining power by helping an evil force is UNEXCUSABLE!

Go MILITARY TRIBUNAL!

I believe that Israel is in big trouble. They have one of the highest

vaccination rates in the world with like 90% vaccinated over 50 and

64% under.

 
Those numbers aren’t exact, but close to what I read a while back.

That’s possible, and if so they’re doing a complete job, as their Jab

Death Rate is high too. So they are though in their books cooking , or

they don’t really care about other Jewish, whether fake or real.

I am personally affected with the news about Israel and its people.

We have been giving MILLIONS every year. People who have no jobs

get their money, too. No one asks about employment. I certainly do

not want my God to think I am hating on His People.I sometimes

donate, but has gone beyond what I cannot afford. My question that I

have asked many times is this: What are they doing with the money,

clothing, medications, etc.? Do they share what they have outgrown

to a younger person. They want $25 for a box of food, looks like
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majority is canned or they will not be able to celebrate Hannukah!

Here it is: WHY ARE THEY NOT PLANTING GARDENS and helping

their own people? BTW: Our “donations” are what they depend on –

trading for info about terrorism.

The answer to that question is: the Synagogue of Satan (so named by

God) are NOT Jews, and for a very long time they have been claiming

they are jews but have been killing off the REAL Jews, they are the

ones who created the word antisemitism and the ADL but they are

NOT Semites, the REAL Jews, ARE. They are the central bankers

who brought usury to the system; they are the WEF, UN, MEDIA

owners, NATO, Ukraine’s gay hateful “president” and they have

infiltrated very single Western nation and taken over the most

powerful positions, they control the entertainment industry that is

why it is rife with pedovores (cannibals of babies and children). We

know them as the Khazarian Mafia, and GOD is going to take them

down! And they are behind the so-called refugees invading every

western nation to create chaos, racism and many more problems for

white people and western style freedoms, rights, and liberty, their

major goal is to rid the word of every single white person!

The low-life Jew mofo’s were all taking placebo saline solutions. And

I mean the KM brand of Jew which is all of the elite Jews, period.

They probably think about how 80 years ago at least 4 million of

them were murdered for being alive. Prejudism is an insanity that

never goes away. Hitler was definitely insane. He was part Jewish

himself! Insanity is what it is. Thinking it would be a good idea to

wipe out an entire race of people is totally exactly what the Cabal is

all about. Kazarian Jews are not the whole race of the Hebrew

people. The Cabal Jews are highly rumored to be Kazarian.

Rothschild, Rockefeller etc. are not claimed by the Jewish people. At

least not any of them that I have known. They seem to adamantly

hate them.
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The Khazarians are not of the Hebrew race at all, they were

converted to judaism, and then hijacked it.

They had Moslems in country on one side and Christians on the

other. So they took on Judaism to try not to be invaded by either. Clif

High has pointed this out.

Infiltration. Impersonation.

That is their trick.

Always a false front to hide behind.

That Nazi propaganda film even admitted the

 
little Jews do not know what their leaders are up to.

That film correctly points to Rothschild and Warburg

 
central banking as being paramount, yet they did

 
not trace the evidence back to the source,

 
which was European Monarchies, and the Vatican.

Instead,

 
the film shows us footage of street urchin Jews,

 
and implies the solution to the problem is to stomp them out.

The cabal controlled the Nazi Party, and the Bolsheviks.

We got played.

Before World War I,

Hitler spent time at the Tavistock Institute.

That is the Psychological Warfare Department

 
of the British Army.

 
Mind Control Programming.

Hitler was one of their zombies.

BTW, Evelyn de Rothschild was executed, the cover story is he died

at home at the age of 91!
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It seems that they are all killers and have all premeditated everything

for years and years keeping us all in the dark

Well tomorrow is going to be hard on them….and I’m wondering if

Trumps announcement on the 15th will be about what’s happening to

all of them aka Gitmowed

 
I went to Adam Schiffs Instagram and he hasn’t been on since

October so I wonder if the person that was running dead Schiffs was

stopped….

 
Tomorrow is going to be fun

Big Banks, Big Pharma, Universities are all owned and run by Jews.

They all follow the Torah and the Talmud. All non-Jews are goyim to

them,the same status as animals. Show me a Jew, and I’ll show you

an accomplice to all of this crime and genocide. There are good Jews

and bad Jews? No, it’s more like there are good Nazi’s and bad

Nazi’s. They are still Nazi’s.

Excellent work, MB! Your reporting is truly remarkable! I do not give

a shit that my wife thinks I am crazy to believe everything you write,

sir!

My children (adults) all smile at me and shake their heads. They have

no idea what is going on in the world that they live in. They think

they do, but they don’t. They watch NEWSMAX on television and

think they are informed.

I Try to tell my wife, and she just looks at me and says “We’ll see!

,and goes back to watching 30 Day Fiance, . Clueless!

My wife simply refuses to engage me on these topics. I simply cannot

wait until the rest of the world knows what we have known all along.

Myself would put on a Guinea T-shirt that gets my wife’s undivided

attention, guaranteeing a response on any topic, in knowing what

could come next.
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I just wish I could meet a Man of my liking to even know anything

about this! I’m not going there! No way! I’ve talked for 6 years to

everyone now my voice is gone! God Bless you and I pray your Wife

sees the light!

Susan, Hang in there. I told me daughter and she always called me a

CONSPIRACY THEORIST. I stopped Cold Turkey after 6 years of

prayers until one day she called and asked if Ukraine was a False

Flag. I thought it was, but things changed and we now know the

truth. The Ukrainian men have been murdering the Orphans,

opening up the body and removed the organs of the CHILDREN.

Each part was put in a bag, sealed and placed in fridge.The parts

were being sold on the Black Market. A nurse who worked in the part

of a hospital where replacements of organs was common. However,

and I forgot this part. The body part to be exchanged SHOULD

HAVE BEEN FROZEN prior to beginning the task.

 
The precious Little Ones had all their graves prepared, MILE after

MILE, buried them and thought no one would know.

My husband has always wondered about me, so to keep the peace, we

don’t discuss politics much. I too look forward to when ALL is

revealed!! What a satisfying day that’ll be……

Hope and pray that the time will not come for you to tell her, see I

told you so. And heaven forbids, that time will not be too late for her.

Blessings,

Mine is somewhat awake. She tells me “All of these people, who you

think are dead, are not!”. She, too, still watches H’Wood movie BS.

Luckily, my son agrees with me.

That’s what Jesus who is the truth said, I have not come to unite but

divide. Blessings,

Honey, I have the same problem! They said that when they find out

they will be calling us. I doubt my two Boys who now don’t even

acknowledge anything I say now! I get looked at by this whole family
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like a Jerk! Even my Grandkids! I’m sick of it! I’m their Mom! Why

would I ever lie to them? I e told them all along if I’m wrong I will

apologize and never say a word about it again! I just heard someone

say on Nino’s show last night that sex trafficking isn’t real!! I wanted

to punch this guy! Yes it is REAL!! Sid we e been fed all of this to

keep our attention on only that! I’m so sick of that shit too! And on

Dark Outpost they had this Estaban guy who actually sat there and

said Biden won fait and square! Kept say Trump hired Bill Barr and

he said election was fine! Dumb ass he’s deep state! It’s almost 2023

and we still have anyone who believes Biden won is insane!

They don’t believe us, yet we’re amazing at predicting the next public

implosion. I’ve been right about everything since 2020. I may not

know exact dates and times, but I completely understood that 2 years

ago, the “news” was literally a scripted movie and that celebrities,

mediaheads, corrupt politicians, and idiots like Bills Gates and Fauci

would go down and out of the public eye. The only thing I

understand FOR SURE is that the Satanic World Order minions were

(and still are) going down and that it is not a matter of IF they go out,

but HOW they go out. You can already tell who’s made a deal with

JAG and who hasn’t. Just by the way they’ve been removed from the

spotlight.

Also, with the influence of Kanye West and Elon, how could one NOT

understand that even RRN doesn’t have the full picture. Kanye West

woke up at least half of my normie peers. Not many RRN readers

understand the gravity of Kanye backing Trump and then all of a

sudden going after his Jewish handlers. Ye is probably the white hats

nuclear bomb and it’s no surprise he is positioned by Elon.

Trust God. He’s got this.

No gotcha for Rochelle.

Couldn’t and won’t apprehend Rochelle cause she’s CGI, not of flesh

& blood, lacking physical substance, just like Surgeon General.
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Walensky and Surgeon General are just voices as artifice imagery of

green screen technology.

Welcome to the 21 Century Cinema of holographic deception,

promulgated by powers at large.

We’re all collateral fodder [lab rats] in a gigantic psy-op, being

manipulated, not to exclude many journalists, running with what

they’re fed.

Walensky not real, and if she was real Rochelle would have been

taken down already, easy swoop.

Fool me once, shame on you — fool me twice, shame on me.

Last edited 18 hours ago by John .S

The problem is we don’t know what is and isn’t true. We only have

crumbs to go on.

As far as the arrests, I am seeing flights going in and out of Gitmo … I

don’t know what these flights are carrying. It can’t be all supplies

because there are several flights coming and going during the week. I

can’t see them needing that many supplies, but what those flights are

for sure I don’t know. They rarely stay longer than 2 hours. Most are

commercial flights. Why would commercial flights deliver supplies?

Looks like there not being a midterm election is not true … there will

be one and I figure either the deep state will steal it or they will allow

the repugs to win so people will forget all about the fraud that took

place in 2020 and how the congress is illegitimate. All that will be

washed under the rug.

My guess is after the midterm it will be business as usual … they will

make up the same excuses as they always have why they can’t get

anything done. They will say we have to wait until 2024. If that

happens and that’s all that happens, then we have been played.
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It sure doesn’t look like Kilary that I’m seeing out and about on the

news.. many people seem to have disappeared. have you not noticed?

The civilian government would certainly do that.

Not the Patriot military, though.

If the election is corrupted again,

 
the military has the excuse it needs

 
to intervene, and clean out the traitors.

Yes, I agree they will be following every ballot thru Cyber Command

and this would be the perfect time for the Military to make certain

things public and put us under Marshall Law and take the Country

back… I really think it is heading in that direction.. The MSM is

already putting it out there that the counting of the ballots won’t all

be done for several days… WINK WINK

Martial Law, careful what you wish for, everything has repercussions,

for better or worse i.e., cause & effect.

Declaration of Martial Law has consequence, we’re currently on the

cusp of that, no doubt total ricochet effect if declared.

Martial Law could trigger firearms confiscation, curfews, lockdowns,

property seizure, halt of transportation etc.

Many are oblivious that

 
martial law extinguishes our right to petition Writ of Habeas Corpus.

Peanut Gallery hold responce conserning Writ of Habeas Corpus, as

*constitutionally protected* powerful instrument of law.

If it is another fraudulent election,

 
the military will assume control

 
and solve the problem.
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The 2020 ballots were watermarked,

and a new vote counting system was

used to tabulate the true election

 
results.

Trump got over 80% in all 50 states.

This is clearly treason against the United States.

This is another opportunity for the

 
traitors to cheat again, and get caught

 
red handed.

There is nothing like freshly gleaned

 
evidence at a military tribunal.

That a poor excuse for not doing what the military should have done

back in 2020. How many times do they need them to cheat in order

to do something about it?

It is a matter of letting the perverts expose themselves,

 
so they can be rounded up and disposed of.

Military Tribunals are based on real EVIDENCE,

 
not the histrionics of the worthless civilian courts.

Military Intelligence evidence gathering is going on

 
right now, and will result in the capture of many

 
secondary players, and the tertiary ones, too.

The cabal has a multi tiered system,

 
so it must be taken down in a certain fashion.

Also,

 
The Laws of War are in place since last year.

 
Technically, we are occupied by a foreign power,

 
and that foreign power has to be in for one year,

 
in order for our Military to take control by Martial Law.
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That one year period is up.

So, if they cheat again in this midterm,

 
the Military can take control.

That makes no sense. The year is up. The white hats claim they have

it all from the Q posts, yet they wait for MORE crimes to be

committed. Why? … if they have it all? You see the problem here?

They cheated in 2018 and 2020 … they military has the evidence, but

still they do nothing. The year ended in Jan … still no public action.

Only BS excuses.

 
Reports are already coming out about cheating … yet no military. I

strongly suspect as in the past the military will do NOTHING about

the fraud. It will be 2020 all over again with business as usual. The

carrot on the stick. Both sides want the fraud machine to remain in

place.

Did you see the video of where Nancy P emerged from a garage last

week, supposedly in handcuffs?

“First indictment [unseal] will trigger mass pop awakening. 

 
FIRST ARREST will verify action and confirm future direction.

 
They will fight but you are ready.

 
Marker [9].”

Finally! Hey remember when you guys were desperately waiting for

RRN to post a “Dr Fauci arrested” storyline?

Remember when he finally did write that like a year ago and it didn’t

change anything and the vaccines and boosters are still widely

available everywhere?

I agree. There will come a point in time lynch like mobs will form and

circumvent the “legal process”.

Streets will not be safe for those America’s enemies who bagged,

caged and sold them own selves into slavery then accused white

Americans of the crime either.
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They have bullied and goaded and stolen and killed and lied and

destroyed and caused dissension long enough.

Q: we see all, hear all and know all, probably not in the exact

sequence. Since DJT is Q+, it stands the reason the spies in the

ground. SF has got it, sorry no volunteers needed, yet. Standby.

Blessings,

“They can run but they can’t hide..” That’s what I’ve always said

about these pschycopaths who’ve been killing and harming us for

years. .

“It took less than two minutes for Special Forces to pull Bancel from

the limo and place him under arrest, while the chauffer was set free

with a dire warning to not discuss under any circumstances what had

just happened.”

That piece of shit limo driver better not tell anyone…I mean, we’re

gonna tell Baxter from RRN so he can paste it on the internet, but if

that limo driver says ANYTHING, it’s his ass…

This is why I don’t believe any of this anymore. Because whoever is

writing this stuff is either retarded or thinks the people that are going

to read it are…Special forces isn’t going to leak their operations to

some dude that puts everything on the internet. Come on people…

I understand people want and need to have hope. And for that, we

have the Scriptures. In the end Jesus and all His elect will be

victorious. But it’s going to get much worse before that happens. Is

Jesus coming back in a year? 20 years? 100 years? Who knows. Will

God give America another run? Hard to say. Go and vote tomorrow if

you haven’t already. We can’t control what happens, but we can do

our part.

Do you not believe in God? He is in control of all this. God ALWAYS

wins. Stop being a doubting Thomas.
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I’m doubting the legitimacy of what we are reading on this website,

not God. Thought that was pretty clear in my comment.

No argument from me. Your message was quite clear to me even to

one with only a GED. Unfortunately, some of us need to refresh on

email etiquette. Blessings,

@SomeGuy~ It was, quite clear in fact. Near verbatim conversation

between my husband & I today…& pretty much every day. Your

words are clear because His Word is clear~ it is everything and all

that we need. This does not mean it is all that we want, or that we

cease & desist the human condition. Of course we hope, doubt &

fear- it’s in His design. Our freedom exists in God alone, and His

Word IS our peace. Exposure is critical, as it leads more of us home.

#Ephesians5:11

Sean, nobody knows the time or the date or the hour of His return.

Jesus Himself doesn’t know, only the Father knows. So we have to

continue doing what we are doing, living our lives and striving for

holiness while waging spiritual war and winning souls to the Messiah

and God is going to do what He is going to do which includes

preparing our eternal mansions, preparing His punishments on our

enemies and answering our petitions and prayers and defending our

by His Holy Spirit. Nobody but NOBODY can put a time constraint

on Jesus return. Just go and do your jobs, guys and gals who are

Bible-believers

Following Q and various other sources is like reading prophecy. All

things written in Bible prophecy will come true, but in God’s time.

Old Testament prophets rarely tried to reveal times and events. We

want to see it happen in our tíñeme. God sees it differently.

There are modern day prophets who would seriously take issue with

this. Robin D. Bullock, Kent Christmas, Hank Kunneman , Timothy

Dixon and many others are putting words, instructions from God for

His people to follow and keep abreast of what is going to happen in
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the short term future. Many of these prophecies take place within a

week or month or so but soon enough for this generation to see the

prophecies coming to happen. You can find them all on

YouTube.God’s talking and He’s talking plenty about what is going

on now.

So this happened 8 days ago –they only needed to scare him into a

few days silence. They would have taken more steps to safeguard his

silence if they needed it long term.

I’m sure if Special Forces told you to keep your mouth shut or else,

you would super glue your lips. “Come on” man, that would scare you

into a bathroom trip. Michael uses to many names of military rank

for this to be hot air. Evidently there was no reason to arrest the

driver, he was just hired to drive some guy he’d probably never laid

eyes on before or even knew who he was. He may have even been a

Special Forces plant.

Have you not considered it might simply be down to timing? They

hadn’t arrested mass murderess Walensky at that time. By now

probably they have.

Last edited 1 day ago by Timotheos

She tested for C19 approximately two weeks ago in spite of being

quadrupled vaccinated as she claims. It’s a matter of time.

Meanwhile, let’s pray and hope she or Bourla is next. Blessings,

I don’t believe any of these people are getting C19 over and over

again. It’s all a game and distraction.There are codes that have

meanings. eg. SELF-QUARANTINE means under house arrest,

either by Fed guards or ankle monitor.TESTED POSITIVE FOR

COVID means confessed – deal- no public eye. Execution portrayed

as a suicide or accident. There reputation/legacy preserved. SELF

QUARANTINE – COVID EXPOSURE means detained???by
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authorities. TESTED NEGATIVE FOR COVID – means no

confession – going to trial after WW arrests. If

convicted..reputation/legacy gone.

Last edited 1 day ago by PatriotGal

Or…. they are keeping quiet that she has already ben captured

because of other reasons, maybe to bring more people out of the

wood works

It’s called “OpSec”. Note the arrest took place on Oct. 30, more than

8 days ago, yet the news was only posted today. If they’re still hot on

Walensky’s ass, then SF would have had very good reason to keep

Bancel’s arrest quiet until they had either picked her up too or that

particular window of opportunity had closed.

Limo guy was told that on 30 Oct. What day is it today idiot? 8 days

later when it’s been passed & OK’s for MB to report.

Fact is, the white hats–I believe–are willing to open up portions of

what they do to give civilians hope;something for them to hang their

hat on,so to speak.

Bourla fled to Paraguay, some 3 months back. The rats are fleeing

from the cat….all of the big pharma fat rats are fleeing the nest, along

with their loot, but the feeling of being hunted weighs heavy on their

souls…if they have one….

He skipped out on testifying in court and fled to South America

somewhere last I heard from online sources.

And the UN Charter and the UHDR of 1948 and the Syracuse

protocols. Any international law relating to medical experiments and

the humanity of those doing the experimenting applies.

While he’s waiting for his tribunal make sure he stays safe and give

him the 5 boosters of his own medicine. We wouldn’t want him to

catch COVID
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Haven’t you heard? The clot shot doesn’t necessarily KEEP you from

getting Covid, but if you do get it, you’ll have a much milder case.

You may also drop dead, of course, but that’s from SADS…

Yeah if it’s SADS that gets him they wouldn’t want it to be “much

worse” if he hadn’t been jabbed…..LOL

Boy, I bet Walensky is scared out of her mind reading this. Too bad

they didn’t get her. But she’s not safe in DC. She’s wrong to think

that.

I suspect they got her already… that’s why it took a week for us to get

this report… and maybe the Pfizer guy as well, for good measure.

I agree. ” —but his guest of honor, Rochelle Walensky, was not

present.” That statement said to me that SF have her and she set him

up.

nope. she’s chummy with Headboard Harris, so she’s not doing that,

Then Harris would get her too.

I heard that Wallensky is really a black tranny that takes drugs to

turn her skin white and is from Jamaica, plus a dandy WEF’er too.

Somebody tipped her off. There is still a mole in the White Hats. This

has happened to their attempts to grab someone before.

All I can say is God Bless the Special men and women in our Special

Forces Operations along with Our cyber community working for the,

“We The People “!

The guy looks like a fucking french jew. Hang him. Fuck Musk.

 
With any luck, dems will sweep the elections, gas will go >6$, food

prices will double.

Aren’t they all Jews?! Wait, a Khasarian Jew is not a Jew, but all

Jews act like KHASARIANS! Hue is that?! If p, then Q!
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I’m crying here !!!!!! I prey the military get every single one of the

mass murderers!!!! Thank you Gen. Berger for all you, your staff and

your military are doing!!! GOD be with you all

All they do is what they were hired for. They have full authority.

General Berger promised the president not a Storm but a

HURRICANE. Fasten your seatbelts!

Yeah, you gotta wonder, the people in Florida think DeSantis is so

great. I think they are going to be in for a big surprise. The signs are

there….

Hey Remember when MB wrote that they arrested like 3 other Big

Pharma CEOs and also Fauci and then it didn’t change a thing

Hey, remember all the previous names you used in the past. What is

the purpose of that? Ashamed of yourself?

If these C Suite Pharma heads don’t hang, then justice for the citizens

of the world will never happen. Worst crimes in the history of our

planet.

“After much back and forth, Bancel on October 25 agreed to fly from

Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris to Dulles International Airport in

Virginia. He would arrive in the U.S. aboard Air France flight AFR26

at approximately 7:00 pm, on October 29, he said to Walensky,

adding that he would spend the night at a hotel before meeting her at

Ruth’s Chris Steak House in Mclean, Virginia, the following evening.

His last message to Walensky before boarding the flight: “I know,

Rochelle, you are also talking to [Pfizer CEO] Bourla. It would be in

both our interests to reach a deal of exclusivity.””

IT WOULD BE IN ALL THREE OF YOUR INTERESTS TO

CONFESS ALL BEFORE YOUR VERDICTS AT THE TRIBUNALS,

BANCEL, BOURLA AND WOLENSKY.

Excellent work, Michael. Please keep us posted.
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They’ve been given every opportunity to surrender, give up other

conspirators & confess in statements to JAG asap, but they go on &

on throwing caution to the wind like nothings happening to them

behind the scenes.

 
It may be too late if they don’t react, theres only a few days to go now

and all options leave the table.

 
For those that know their buddies are getting busted, and those that

have run are definitely looking over their shoulders.

Who told him to make the vaxx? Who is pulling his strings. Maybe he

is a top dog. I learned along time ago people in positions at

companies are the fall guys for the owners or the board of directors,

they really don’t run the company strategy. Sure for small things like

production efficiencies and supply chain but not the what business

are we going to peruse.

He has much worse problems facing him than COVID. He probably

will not live long enough for the vax to cause him harm. Hang him

high !

I don’t know about that, an old friend of mine died within hours of

his second jab, massive blood clotting in his lungs… hey it’s worth a

shot.. or four!

Rochelle is pretty hot, from the looks of her online pics. Bancel

obviously was salivating at the idea of tappin that ass as they had,

‘covid power sex.’ Hang this worm, and don’t even give him last rites.

I’d restrain your enthusiasm if I were you. Walensky is almost

certainly a product of elite gender inversion, i.e., a transsexual.

Timotheous

 
Got that right!! Take a look at her huge man ears and adam’s apple !!

Ruth’s high end choke and puke restaurant sounds like a “Blues

Brothers” style of eatery where the fucking soup is $50 and does not

cater to the 99%…
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Oh my stars this is absolutely epic Bravo!!!! Now they have to go

after that pompous assh*le Bourla who has murdered and maimed so

many humans with his bioweapon. We want retribution for our loved

ones and friends…we won’t stop until we get it.

Michael–Please check your story.

There IS no Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse in McLean, VA. Several other

VA locations, yes, but you specified Ruth’s Chris in McLean, and

that’s incorrect.

When you get details like that wrong, it tends to engender doubt

among your readers…

…and unless you’re in a helicopter, it’s going to take more than 15

minutes to get from Tyson’s to McLean

There is a Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse, 8521 Leesburg Pike (state 7)

about a mile from McLean in Tyson. Since Tyson is small and

McLean much larger, locals probably call the whole area McLean.

Nothing like nitpicking a story that was given to Baxter by JAG. I am

sure he was not there with Special Forces making the arrest,

checking out town borderlines.

Props to you both. Inconsistencies should be called out. And,

sometimes there’s a reason for it (“near larger town”).

The assault on nitpicking wasn’t necessary though.

We are the news now.

“Special Forces dressed in civvies and driving civilian vehicles tailed

Bancel and his chauffer from the airport to the Watermark Hotel in

Tysons, Virginia”

More verification of location. The Hotel is not far from the

restaurant.
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There is one Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse

that is a few miles West of McLean, VA.

Here is that location’s precise address written below…

 
Ruth’s Chris Steak House, 8521 Leesburg Pike, Vienna, VA 22182

Lol it’s like you’ve almost figured out that this is all bullshit, but

you’ll keep on reading and believing it anyways

One of the many Moderna CEO Stéphane Bancel clones has already

hit the ground running without missing a beat. Resistance is futile.

Let’s wait until the movie is over. Both sides are patronizing the

factories except We The People are using them to drain the swamp

and, it’s creatures into oblivion. Blessings,

You bet they do need to close them…First order of business I would

think…And kill the clones as they are just lumps of flesh with no

soul….. and nothing to lose. They have no soul so they will stop at

NOTHING because once they are dead they cease to exist forever

more. Whereas, our souls continue to evolve into eternity. So, as I

said they will stop at nothing so they can continue to exist. They will

literally exhaust every avenue. They are soulless. They will literally

continue until they drop. They must all be exterminated. They are an

extreme threat to all ensouled beings everywhere.

I think we all know there’s an issue here. But we need to produce

evidence first. That reins in inappropriate emotional responses and

allows justice to function as it should.

I also figured a long ago, Jacobins run “Intelligence Community” and

consequently #DNC.

 
#GWU Rat knows everything. He also must rat for I trapped his

Swamp pals in Overthrowing US Leadership via #NATO Corruption.

“Bad boys, bad boys. Whacha’ gonna’ do? Whacha’ gonna’ do when

they come for you?” I’ll bet when the limo was cut off, he said,

“Oohhhh, shit!”, or whatever it is in French. “Oh, merde”, I believe.
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This is a good start, but there are many, many, others who need to be

rounded up, as I’m sure they will be, for this diabolical hoax on the

people of the world.

Now they need to go after the rest of these criminals including that

CDC bitch! She needs to be held accountable.

You are more than welcome, we the people aim to please. Let’s

extend the congrats to the arrest and execution of Emmanuel Macron

as reported back in September 2020 by Medeeva Greere of AMG

News. Blessings,

Not only did they start big Pharma using their oil but they started the

school of medicine in complicit universities as we know it today.

Blessings,

My husband took the Moderna and the Booster as well as my

children due to the brainwashing they got from the gov. Since then

his liver levels went up, he is already terminally ill with liver failure,

now his heart is in continuous Afib and he landed in the hospital

New Years Eve. 2021 & in the hospital the first week of 2022 with

sepsis. I want Justice and I also want to know why the White Hats as

well as the Military have not removed those bio-weapon covid shots

off the Market and taken them out of the Pharmacies as well as

Doctors offices. If they can go in and take down a bio-lab at an

American University they sure can do that. I want to know why they

haven’t and frankly if they don’t I will ask why at a Nuremburg Trial

and hold them responsible. As it is my husband was due for another

Covid shot. Fortunately I stood my ground and said no due to his

Afib and the shot having side effects of a racing heart. I was able to

stand on the truth of not wanting my husband dropping dead right

then and there or having a stroke. I shouldn’t have to be walking on

egg shells and being in continuous stress, if the White Hats and

Military are really in charge. Just saying. Get it together because I

have had enough.
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White hats have not taken them down because white hats don’t exist

and this site is a fan fiction. If you want real results, get a lawyer and

file a civil suit.

Mike, is that you? I have not given a bad advice, instead of waiting

for the White hats (slow or non-existent), she should file a civil

lawsuit and hold the people responsible if she feels they have been

harmed by the vaccines. Why should she wait for White hats to do

anything for her?

Get him started on red mill baking soda with water asap! It

absolutely kills the cancer and will heal his liver. Go to bitchute and

look up Bluewater’s channel as there is a Dr who explains this 79 cent

a box miracle drug!

yes there are jab injury protocols. My brother takes star anise extract.

Also Ivermectin is used for the vax injured. Go look up Del Bigtree

and Dr Mercola and America’s Frontline Doctors and Natural News

dot com and Jonathan Otto for starters. There are protocols for that.

check out la columna for their protocol for detoxing graphene oxide

– they recommend NAC

Dr Arianna Love has an excellent site, also his one is informative

www(dot)nutritruth.org/single-post/graphene-oxide-detox-

protocols-for-the-vaxxed-unvaxxed

This is actually an extremely bad advice from someone who has no

credentials of a medical professional. “Red Mill Baking Soda with

water” absolutely kills Cancer? This advice if taken seriously can lead

to many deaths!

God bless you for turning the tide. We managed to with my dad as

well. Jesus loves you and so do I.

The election was stolen, we are under martial law or maritime law or

something, the info was out there and was given to your family, and

they refused to believe it, they were informed, they have free will.
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Your story is very common, the hospitals are full of people with Afib

and racing heart and chest pain and stroke alerts and seizures and

unresponsives and code blue in family birthplace.. . But you cannot

blame this one on our military or at least not the white hats. This is

the deep state and tv generals as they are called. Our government was

overthrown, we’ve been at war. If your family voted for the perps

what are you gonna do? You cannot always put the blame on

someone else.. I am truly sorry about your family and all the deaths

and injuries all over the world. We have all lost someone or have

future concerns about losing people to the death jabs.

Am sorry for your predicament but take courage, God has overcome

the world, not just the bad guys. Blessings,

1 tsp of Baking Soda per day until your ph level rises in an alkaline

state around 9-10.0, then continue once or twice a week until your

cancer is gone. Cancer cannot live in an alkaline atmosphere.

1 tsp of Ivomec (sheep drench formula “only”) per gal of water or, in

any liquid. You only need about 12oz, then repeat every 8-10 days to

kill the parasites & eggs.

 
This is the regimen that I’ve taken and used, and how its been

described to me in detail.

 
I hope this helps!!!

 
God Speed

See what they had planned? Mixing a flu shot and a covid shot

together… huh, I’m so glad I swore off flu shots years ago and never

took the jab either. I figured it out a long time ago when people

started refusing the jab, I thought they’ll start planning on mixing

this stuff together. For seniors, same thing… I bet they would mix

covid shots with shots for shingles. Lots of people as they get older

will automatically listen to their doctor encouraging them to get all

kinds of shots as they age and yeah, they don’t even have a clue as to
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all the crap they’ll mix into one shot. It pays to be on top of this stuff.

What used to be considered paranoia or conspiracy theory is today’s

reality. Be smart and just say NO.

“Donald J. Trump, she said, had spies everywhere.”

That has to be the understatement of the millennium.

 
His spies are bringing forth fruit, delivering them to the gallows.

My dad is dying because he believed these vaccine would protect me

and my daughter from COVID; we refused them, but begged him not

to take them. Now he appears to be dying. I hope they put this dude

in the fryer. I am a Regulatory Affairs professional and can tell you

that if no FIH (first in human trials like SAD/MAD studies) have

been conducted, any claims of safety and efficacy are LIES. But he

didn’t listen. I’m so angry. The media played a huge role in pushing

the lies.

I hope he at least tries the protocols for the jab: Ivermectin or Star

Anise extract for starters against the spike proteins. I read that EDT

chelation therapy could remove the metals and also possibly

modified citrus pectin. It’s worth a try. There are other

recommended supplements a whole list.

My son in law asked his mom not to take it almost 2 years ago and

she died 2 days later,it was really sad,im really sorry about your dad,I

hope all of them including the media are all executed for all of the

lives they have taken

My dad is dying because he believed these vaccine would protect me

and my daughter from COVID; we refused them, but begged him not

to take them. Now he appears to be dying. I hope they put this dude

in the fryer. I am a Regulatory Affairs professional and can tell you

that if no FIH (first in human trials like SAD/MAD studies) have

been conducted, any claims of safety and efficacy are LIES. But he

didn’t listen. I’m so angry. The media played a huge role in pushing

the lies.
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Try to get some Ivermectin, HCQ, NAC, Selenium, Quercetin, D3,

K2, zinc into your dad right away. Hopefully you can undo the

damage. Good luck. Both my sisters were already on Ivermectin and

HCQ for different conditions and their family physicians just kept

them on it for the past two years.

I put myself on Ivermectin two years ago, but my VA refused to

prescribe it for me, so I went to Durvet 1.87% horse paste with now

nausea or side-effects. I already had the other ingredients except I

substituted anti-parasitical Quinine made from Cinchona tree bark

for the HCQ. HCQ was copied from Quinine which I had been given

in Nam.

I bought the Chinona Quinine supplements also as a substitute

online. I’ve used them if I was around anyone with recent covid. I so

far have not caught it.

The same with my older sister, I beg her since of early last year not to

take this crap and she refused to listen. She told me I was

brainwashed and that I should listen to the corrupted news media for

information. This weekend she came to our house and she had no

mask, she usually wears two. I suspect she finally woke up but she

will never admit that she was wrong.

Not that I can see if she is in bad health, if she is she won’t tell.

However, I did find her to be acting different. She is a hypochondria

year after year has gotten every flu shot and always running to the

doctor for whatever reason and she is a narcissist, she will not admit

that she was wrong. She is well educated, more like indoctrinated, I

find the more educated these people are the more stupid they are and

she voted for Biden that alone tells me how dumb down she is.

Thank God they got him. I didn’t realize until recently that Moderna

was only created in 2010 & it was specifically for this one product –

the only product that Moderna has ever made. Looks like they were
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specifically created to profit from the “China Virus Hoax” – in the

same way that CNN was created for the Gulf War to control that

narrative – & to make unspeakable fortunes out of taxpayers money.

CNN was created for the gulf war? I should not be surprised but I did

not know that. Of course it makes sense..

I am so glad I declined the flu shot this year (already refused any and

all COVID shots even under pressure at work). I don’t trust what they

put in those shots and now I see that my suspicions were correct!

Been telling all my family and friends for the past year to get no

vaccinations because they might be spiking them with their

depopulation poisons. If they possibly could, avoid all doctors and

hospitals. If not, don’t let their kids out of their sight for one second.

The Hippocratic Oath has been turned into the Euthanasia Oath.

Murder for profit.

I have heard that Berger is going to introduce the miracle ET “Med

Bed’s” on 11-15 to counteract the clot shots and save the remaining

vaxt people….

Let’s hope and pray. Millions around the world need them. Lord help

us. Blessings,

I hope so…they want me to have a heart transplant because my heart

is done….but I refuse, as I do not want someone else’s DNA in my

body and the heart is the seat of the soul. Why would I get a

transplant? The pharma drugs you have to take to fight rejection

alone would kill me. We are living in the medical dark ages. I am

waiting on the med beds. If I don’t make it at least I have a soul

Consider drinking some of your mid stream urine every morning. Dr.

Ed Group and Mike Adams recent video.

MedBeds přicházejí ... ale NE před tím, než bude C*B*L mrtvá ... je

to technologie, o které věděli a používali ji pro sebe po desetiletí ...

podívejte se na Skye Prince, která dostala práci být jediným
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skutečným velvyslancem ... buďte VELMI opatrní vyhnout se

podvodníkům… až to skutečně přijde, bude to zdarma, ale lidé

nebudou vybíráni podle toho, kdo dřív přijde, ten dřív mele, nebo

kdo zaplatí nejvíc. Kvantový systém k rozpoznání těch, kteří mají

pouze sobecké motivy.

Chytrý pohyb. Nikdy jsem si nemyslel, že ve svobodném světě uvidím

medicínu T4 v nacistickém stylu. Mysleli jsme, že jsme to porazili v

Norimberku.

 

 


